ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

STYLE: ENCLOSURE, AIR COOLED, DRY TYPE, IGNITION TRANSFORMER

PRIMARY: 120V, 60HZ.
SECONDARY: 6000V. AT 20 MA. (CONTINUOUS) NOTE: START END OF SEC. GROUNDED
INSULATION SYSTEM: 105°C
TEMPERATURE RAISE: 55°C MAXIMUM
RATING: 120 VA.
MAXIMUM SECONDARY CURRENT: 24 MA. (SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT)
MAXIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE: 104°F (40°C)
APPROVAL: UL. LISTED FILE #E12339
CUL LISTED THRU U.L. FILE #E12339

REV: C
REV: B REV APPROVALS 4/16/14 JL
REV: A 2.0” OVER HANG MJ 11-22-00

IGNITION TRANSFORMER

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY UNLESS A TOLERANCE IS NOTED NEXT TO THE DIMENSION

M.JAFRI 11-10-00

PART NUMBER A06-SA1
DRAWING NUMBER 10-793